
Instant ‘WOW!’ effect

Huge and stylish flowers up to 16 cm (6”)

Flowering from spring until autumn

Pick flowers for a bouquet

Scan and 
discover more 
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Growing time
S 12 - 16 weeks
W 16 - 20 weeks

Pot size
19 - 30 cm
7,5-12 inch 

Height
45 - 55 cm
18- 21,5 inch

Type
TC

Flower size
12 - 16 cm
4,5 - 6 inch



Kruger
flokruger

Karoo
flokaroo

Hot Springs
hilhotsp

Great Smoky Mountain
flosmoky

Glacier
floglacier

Fundy
flofundy

Daintree
hildain

Capitol Reef
capitol reef

Bighorn
bighorn

Patio Gerberas are unique voluminous plants with stunning large flowers up to 16 cm. Patio 
Gerberas are available in a wide range of varieties, from solid colours to beautiful bicolours. The 
Patio Gerbera Glorious is an addition to the existing Patio Gerbera Series. Glorious varieties are 

stylish eye-catchers, that can easily be recognized by their large double flowers.Clustered in large 
containers, Patio Gerberas offer a great burst of beauty. The long-lasting, successive flowers will 

bloom for months.After picking the flowers they perform perfectly in a vase as well.



Volcanoes
flocanoes

Serengeti
flogeri

Sedona
sedona

Pinnacles
pinnacles

Painted Desert
painted desert

Orange County
orange county

Monte Viso
flomonvi

NEW

PinnaclesGlacier Painted Desert



Huge and stylish double flowers

Pick flowers for a bouquet

Rich flowering from spring until autumn

Patio Gerbera Glorious is a true retail favourite 

Scan and 
discover more 
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Growing time
S 12 - 16 weeks
W 16 - 20 weeks

Pot size
19 - 30 cm
7,5-12 inch 

Height
40 - 45 cm
18- 21,5 inch

Type
TC

Flower size
10 - 14 cm
16 - 18 inch



Glorious Purple
glopur20aa

Glorious Yellow
gloyel20aa

Glorious White
glowhi20aa

Glorious Orange
gloora20aa

Glorious Light Pink
glolpi21aa

Glorious Yellow Glorious Purple Glorious White

Patio Gerberas are unique voluminous plants with stunning large flowers up to 16 cm. 
Patio Gerberas are available in a wide range of varieties, from solid colours to beautiful 

bicolours. The Patio Gerbera Glorious is an addition to the existing Patio Gerbera Series. 
Glorious varieties are stylish eye-catchers, that can easily be recognized by their large 

double flowers. Clustered in large containers, Patio Gerberas offer a great burst of 
beauty. The long-lasting, successive flowers will bloom for months. After picking the 

flowers they perform perfectly in a vase as well


